
All eyes will be on the Midterms today as investors assess the outcome's implications for markets.
Historically, Wall Street prefers gridlock between party lines, and performs well in the period
following Midterms. Many are banking on the seasonality to spark a rally this year, but with the Fed
in the way, is this time different? Further, will an absence of political pressure post-election allow
the Fed to be more aggressive in fighting inflation?
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What To Watch Today

Economy

6:00 a.m. ET: NFIB Small Business Optimism, October (91.4 expected, 92.1 prior)

Earnings
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Market Trading Update

The market rallied late into the day yesterday ahead of the midterm elections, where the polls now
suggest a "red wave" will send control of both House and Senate to the Republicans. For Wall
Street, this is the most optimal outcome as it assures gridlock in Washington, with neither party
having the supermajority needed to override a Presidential veto.

From a technical perspective, the rally yesterday bolstered the retest of the 20-dma support level
from Friday and is now firmly testing the 50-dma resistance level. If the market can rally today and
reclaim that previous support level, such will clear the way for another retest of the 100-dma.
Notably, the action on Friday and yesterday kept the MACD "buy signal" intact and triggered a
stochastic "buy signal" as well. Once we get through the election, there isn't much news flow until
we get to the October CPI on Thursday.

?Don?t Be an Idiot,? Says Mr. Market

?Don?t be an idiot? crudely- but adequately- summarizes investor sentiment towards to Mark
Zuckerberg following META?s latest earnings report. Already trading down over 60% YTD, the
report saw the stock gap down another 20%. The company has added over 42,000 employees
since 2020, with roughly 15,000 added YTD. In total, META has spent $15B since the beginning of
last year developing its Reality Labs V.R. and A.R. segment. Although it acknowledged a
deteriorating economic outlook, META wasn?t yet doing enough in the way of controlling costs.
That is until this week.
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The Wall Street Journal reports that META is expected to begin large-scale layoffs as soon as
Tomorrow.

?The planned layoffs would be the first broad head-count reductions to occur in the
company?s 18-year history. While smaller on a percentage basis than the cuts at
Twitter Inc. this past week, which•hit about half of that company?s staff, the number of
Meta employees expected to lose their jobs could be the largest to date at a major
technology corporation in a year that has seen a•tech-industry retrenchment.?

Perhaps it took another gut punch to his net worth, but Zuckerberg heard the message from Mr.
Market loud and clear. META gained 6.5% yesterday on the news.

Disinflation is in the Wind, But Stay Patient

Signs of disinflation remain ahead of the October CPI report set to be released on Thursday. The
Manheim US Used Vehicles index for October recorded the largest annual decline (-10.4%) since
December 2008. It?s easy to point to declines in used car prices and shout ?deflation!?, but
patience remains the name of the game. Used car prices count for about 4% of the CPI basket, but
still, the Fed has clearly stated that it needs strong evidence before blinking on inflation. We don?t
expect any meaningful surprises, given that Powell had the data when he reiterated this last week.
Maybe Powell is trying to get ahead of something with all eyes on CPI Thursday. Regardless, it will
take longer for the effects of monetary policy to flow through to lagging indicators such as CPI. In
any way that's meaningful to the Fed, at least.

Tweet of the Day
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Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.
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